MEMORANDUM
OVERVIEW
The European Inter-Club Event took place this past Friday 26th and Saturday 27th May, organized by Gold
Alliance in collaboration with the Real Gran Pena and the Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club. Over the
course of the above-mentioned dates, our planned schedule was successfully completed, to the great
satisfaction of the Young Members of the eleven clubs represented. Members were able to fully engage with
each other on a wide variety of topics, sharing views about their respective clubs and discussing ways in
which club collaboration and interclub activity might be furthered in the future. Moreover, these young
members got a taste of Spanish culture, lifestyle and tradition - particularly from the point of view of their
host city, Madrid - and we trust that they fully enjoyed their time in the Spanish capital and felt the full
welcome of host club Real Gran Pena.
PLEASE FIND BELOW THE DETAILS OF THE PAST EVENT:
EUROPEAN INTER-CLUB WEEKEND
Madrid 26th - 27th May 2017

Real Gran Peña
Young members | Host Club

Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club
Jongeren Tafel

PARTICPATING CLUBS INVITED BY RECIPROCITY
REAL GRAN PEÑA | Madrid, Spain
CLUB FINANCIERO GÉNOVA | Madrid, Spain
CÍRCULO DEL LICEO | Barcelona, Spain
SOCIEDAD BILBAINA | Bilbao, Spain
REAL SOCIEDAD VALENCIANA DE AGRICULTURA | Valencia, Spain
KONINKLIJKE INDUSTRIEELE GROOTE CLUB | Netherlands
ROYAL BACHELORS’ | Sweden
THE LANSDOWNE | United Kingdom
CITY UNIVERSITY CLUB | United Kingdom
THE SAVILE CLUB | United Kingdom
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OFFICIAL RECEPTION
Friday 26th may, 13:00 hrs.
The weekend event started with an official reception by la Real Gran Peña’s Vice-President, a welcoming
word to all the visiting clubs on Friday. Special thanks was given to those from the Industrieele Groote Club
(The Netherlands), on whose behalf Mr. Quintus Willems (head of the Jongeren Tafel), presented the
protocloarian club gifts and invited la Real Gran Peña members to visit their club in Amsterdam.

From top left to bottom right:
Mr. Yuri Aguilar (Real Sociedad Valenciana de Agricultura, ES), Mr. Felix Capell (Club Financiero Génova, ES), Mr. Carles
Jimenez (Círculo del Liceo, ES), Mr. Otto Willemse (Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club, NL), Mr. Harry Smeeden (The
Savile Club, UK) Mr. Miguel Ayuso (Real Gran Peña, ES), Mr. Quintus Willemse (Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club, NL),
Mr. Gustaff Josefson (Royal Bachelor´s Club, SE), Mss. Elvira Guiliazova (Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club, NL) Mss.
Stevie Long, Mr. Piero Cattarini (Real Gran Peña, ES & Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club, NL; Gold Alliance).

GUIDED VISIT AROUND THE REAL GRAN PEÑA
Friday 26th may, 13:30 hrs.
After the kind welcome the group was given a guided tour of the host club and had a chance to appreciate their
magnificent art collection, widely acknowledged as one of the finest collections of any private club in Spain.

Real Gran Peña main hall stair
The guests were explained the history of the club: La Real Gran Peña Society was created in 1869 by
Spanish military. Presidents of the institution are often elected high ranking military, or members of the
Grandeur of Spain. A feeling of travelling to the past its felt in its premises.
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LUNCHT AT THE CLUB
Friday 26th may, 14:30 hrs.
Around 14:00 the attendants had a sherry welcome in the main hall where lunch was to be served. Real Gran
Peña members joined at this point to mingle with the invited members in a friendly and convivial atmosphere.
Shortly after, the group was directed to the main hall for lunch. A special “Madrileño” menu was prepared to
showcase typical local and national foods to the invitees. During this lunch Mr. Quintus Willmense announced
that his Dutch club will take the initiative in October 2017 to host the next interclub event in Amsterdam.

“MADRILEÑO MENU”
AT THE CLUB
The guests tasted the typical “Madrileño menú of San Isidro” composed of, First course:
Potaje de garbanzos con bacalao al azafrán or sopa fría de ajo and almendras fritas,
Second course: Merluza a la romana con pimientos del piquillo or riñones de ternera a la madrileña.
Deserts: Rosquillas de San Isidro or Manzana asada.

Clock wise from 0h.: Mr. Quintus Willemse (K.I.G.C., NL), Mss. Elvira Guiliazova (K.I.G.C., NL), Mr. Gustaff
Josefson (R.B.C., SE), Mr. Cas Gaff (K.I.G.C., NL), Mr. Felix Capell (C.F.G., ES), Mss. Ksenia Galouchko, Mr. Jorge
Tapia (R.G.P., ES), Mss. Laura van der Linden, Mr. Piero Cattarini (R.G.P., K.I.G.C., GA.) Mr. Álvaro Rodriguez
(R.G.P., ES), Mr. Otto Willemse (K.I.G.C., NL), Mr. Harry Smeeden (S.C., UK), Mr. Jaime de San Roman (R.G.P.,
ES), Mr. Yuri Aguilar (R. S.V.A.D., ES), Mr. Carles Jimenez (C.L., ES)

GREAT BULLFIGHT
Friday 26th may, 19:00 hrs.
One of the most keenly anticipated events of the schedule was the attendance at the Real Gran Peña’s VIP
box in Las Ventas bullfight arena. The event had been explained in detail by the member Mr. Piero Cattarini in
order to outline the correct perspective to appreciate the artistic performance of the toreros. In the box, all
appetizers and drinks were included and cigar-smoking was both encouraged and even demanded!. To the
enthusiasm of the guests, the French torero, Sebastian Castella, performed extremely well with his second
bull and was awarded the prized “ear” after a massive call with white handkerchiefs from his public. The
President, sitting beside the Gran Peña’s box, could only react positively and accept this call from the public
– and with the club’s guests fiercely cheering, approved the demanded award.
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GREAT BULLFIGHT
IN THE REAL GRAN PEÑA’S VIP BOX

LAS VENTAS DEL ESPÍRITU SANTO ARENA

REAL GRAN PEÑA’S VIP BOX

The most important bullfight arena where the Real Gran Peña has
a private box beside the President.

Gran Peñas exclusive seats during a moment between bulls.
Picture:
Mr. Carles Jimnez (Círculo del Liceo (ES), third row, sthird from the left.
from Barcelona had to leave just after for personal reasons but he
promised to join to the next event without doubt.

Picture:
Opposite side view were can be appreciate the privileged position of
La Gran Peña’s VIP box with a green flag on the front rows, just beside
the Presidential seats with a red flag.

VIEWS AND ATMOSPHERE

MOMENTS OF EXTASIS IN THE ARENA

The views were extraordinary to permeate all the atmosphere while
appreciating the spectacle

Excellent performance from the french torero Sebastián Castella
awarded with the prized “ear”
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LEISURE IN MADRID NIGHT LIFE
Friday 26th may, 22:30 hrs.
The day ended with a dinner at the restaurant Flores de Alcachofa where amongst many other delicacies
the best and most famous artichoke dish could be tasted. After the dinner all the attendants left
to have drinks out of the planned schedule.

Unfortunately no pictures were taken at the restaurant. Find the reader the name and address
of the restaurant for his interest on his next visit to Madrid.

SATURDAY
GUIDED WALK AROUND MADRID CITY CENTRE AND TAPAS
Saturday 27th may, 13:00 hrs. – 19.00 hrs.
At 13:00 hrs. on Saturday morning the members of the clubs were proposed a guided walk tour around
Madrid historical centre. The tour was composed of the following spots:
[Start] Real Gran Peña → Círculo de Bellas Artes → Oso y Madroño → Puerta del Sol → Calle Arenal →
Chocolatería San Ginés → Ratón Pérez bithplace → Plaza de Ópera → Palacio Real

Moments of explanation beside the Royal Palace and the Almudena Cathedral.
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→ Jardines de Sabatini → Catedral de la Almudena → Arab wall →
Plaza de la Villa → Tapas at “El Pimiento Verde”

A Spanish classical: tapas for lunch with drinks on a sunny terrace

[End] → Plaza Mayor → Real Gran Peña roof top

Mr. Quintus Williemse, overwhelmed by the gorgeous Mss. Stevie Long,
proposed marriage and shared this intimate moment and celebration
with all the present with champagne and drinks .

Views from the Real Gran Peña’s roof top

Spanish sized gin tonics, more than
refreshing on such hot afternoon
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GALA DINNER “RMS TITANIC”
Saturday 27th may, 21:00 hrs. – 02.00 hrs.
The last and perhaps grandest event, was the black-tie charity gala dinner organized in the Real Gran Peña
club premises. The dinner replicated the last dinner served in 1st class in the infamous vessel RMS Titanic.
Hence, all attendants were requested to bring lifesavers and floats for historical known reasons. The event
also welcomed members of clubs that had been unable to make the previous day. Furthermore the event
was open to friends and sympathizers of la Gran Peña in Madrid.
The dinner passed very well in the unique dining hall “Primo de Rivera” with views to Gran Vía street. The good
vibe and atmosphere was only surpassed later on the dance floorl where sounds of a sinking ship mixed with
reggaeton made a mix difficult to forget for those who attended.
A percentage of the dinner was allocated in order to help the Spanish ALS Foundation (A.D.E.L.A.).
A total of 600€ was donated to the said foundation.

The classical photo at the main stairs of the Real Gran Peña with the guests to the gala dinner.
Some other attendants later joined for the after drinks.
(1) Mr. Otto ter Haar (I.G.C., NL),
(2) Mr. Mikel Uribe-Etxebarria (S.B., ES),
(3) Mr. Gustaff,Joseffson (R.B.C., SE)
(4) Mr. Antón Riestra
(5) Mr. David de Acillona (S.B., ES),
(6) Mr. K.K. (I.G.C., NL)
(7) Mr. Fawad Elusio Zafar Alcalde (S.C. UK)
(8) Mss. Laura van der Linden
(9) Mr. Alfonso Galbis (R.G.P., ES)
(10) Mr. Félix Capell (C.F.G, ES)
(11) Mss. Rocío Martín Vázquez
(12) Mss. María Teresa Roca de Togores
(13) Mss. Ana Cano
(14) Mss. Lucía Galbis
(15) Mss. Elena Sánchez-Aguado
(16) Mr. Fawad Elusio Zafar Alcalde (S.C. UK)
(17) Mss. Paz Díaz Bauluz
(18) Mss. María Urquiza
(19) Mss. Elvira Guiliazova (I.G.C., NL)
(20) Mss. Ana Esteban Loring
(21) Mr. Jaime de San Román
(22) Mr. Yuri Aguilar (R. S.V.A.D., ES)
(23) Mss. María Teresa Pazos

(24) Mss. Leticia Creus
(25) Mss. Teresa Olmos
(26) Mr. Luis Tomás Gómez Palacio
(27) Mr. Jorge Tapia Peral (R.G.P., ES)
(28) Mss. Ksenia Galouchko
(29) Mr. Gustaff,Joseffson (R.B.C., SE)
(30) Mss. Olalla Pino
(31) Mss. Carmen O’Shea
(32) Mr. María Olmos
(33) Mr. Michael Choong (L., UK)
(34) Mr. Harry Smeeden (S., UK)
(35) Mr. Quintus Williemse (K.I.G.C., NL)
(36) Mr. Pedro Ravina
(37) Mr. David de Acillona (S.B., ES),
(38) Mr. Juan Luque
(39) Mss. Stevie Long
(40) Mr. Mariano Chicharro
(41) Mr. Piero Cattarini
(R.G.P., ES, K.I.G.C.NL; Gold Alliance).
(42) Mss. Alejandra Tak
(43) Mss. Concha Díaz de Aguilar
(44) Mr. Alfonso Galbis (R.G.P., ES)
(45) Mr. Bosco Ybánez
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EXCERPTS FROM THE EVENING

Ladies wore their best dresses for the occasion

Guest at the entrance of the dining hall mingling at the appetizers and having their first drinks.

Mr. Michael Choong member of The Landsdowne (U.K.) arrived the last day and the last
event but didn’t waste his time…by fixing his eyes on the best ladies in the Gala.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE EVENING

In the centre, Mr. Felix Capell from the Círculo Financiero Génova
(Madrid, Spain) surrounded from the right by the gentlemen Mr.
Mikel Uribe-Etxebarria and to the left by Mr. David de Acillona, both
from the Sociedad Bilbaina (Bilbao, Spain) who also joined the gala
dinner. Behind a magnificent painting of the King Alfonso XIII of
Spain who attended the first foundational day of the club in 1869.

Moments of undeniable intimacy by Mr. Quintus Willemse and his
fiancée, Mss. Stevie Long, situation that was official only as close
as 2 hours before in the Real Gran Peña’s roof top.

Mr. Piero Cattarini, founder of the Gold Alliance, and member of the Real Gran Peña and
the Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club addressing all the guests on the importance on
taking precautions on the most probable sinking of the ship RMS Titanic and encouraging to take preventive actions to survive on high seas.
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The party started even though the boat was sinking…

Mr. Cass de Gaff with the young ladies, Mss. Anita Esteban, Mss. Laura van der Linden
and Mss. Alex Tak. A quartet full of style and energy.

Mss. Ksenia Galouchko visited us from Moscow, and Mr. Jorge Tapia from Dubai.

Mr. Michael Choong happily saluting the camera
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The party started even though the boat was sinking…

Mss. Lola Galbis back to back dances with Mss. Ksenia Galouchko

Dancing as it was the last night
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The party started even though the boat was sinking…

Some guests took wise precautions to survive the sinking….

….others did not care much but had a great time.

NEXT EVENT
EUROPEAN INTER-CLUB WEEKEND
Date: 27-28 October, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Promoted by the young members (Jongeren Tafel)
of the Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club.
Under 40’s years old members of invited clubs
52 European clubs invited to participate.
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PROVISIONAL EVENT SCHEDULE
Friday 27th of October
12:00 hrs.
Guided visit around the Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club
Members and escorts only.
Price: Free.

13:00 hrs.
Official Reception of all attendants at the Industieele Groote Club premises
Members and escorts only. Appetizers, lunch, coffe and drinks.
Price: 45 € p.p.

(+3% Stripe transaction fee)

17:00 hrs.
Genever tasting
Taste the origin of the Gin, the Dutch Genever
at Wynand Fockink a 1679 specialized distillery.
Price: 45 € Approx. p.p.
(+3% Stripe transaction fee)

20:00 hrs.
Private boat trip
Boat trip around the monumental city of Amsterdam exploring the city through
its historical canals. Includes non-spirit drinks.
Price: 65 €

(+3% Stripe transaction fee)

Saturday 28th of October
13:00 hrs.
Ride like Dutch
Bike tour and experience through the historical city.
Price: Free. Bike rental cost.

14:30 hrs.
Old Amsterdam: "Bruin Café"
Hoppe, a classic from 1670: broodje, biertjes and bitterballen.
Price: As p.p.

17:00 hrs.
Modern Amsterdam: 5* Hotel W
Drinks and bites at Hotel W terrace.
Price: As p.p.

20:00 hrs.
Gala Dinner
Black tie charity ball gala dinner and drinks at Koninklijke Industrieele Groote Club
premises in benefit of the Dutch A.L.S.
Price: 75 € p.p.

(+3% Stripe transaction fee)

Sunday, 28th of May:
Departure – Free time.
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REVIEWS

“Excellent weekend!”
Harry Smeeden
The Savile Club

(London, United Kingdom)

“Brilliant initiative.
Will not miss Amsterdam“
Yuri Aguilar
Real Sociedad Valenciana
de Agricultura y Deportes
(Valencia, Spain)

“Very good time in Madrid, new friends
and contacts in other clubs.
Looking forward to the next Inter-clubs”
Gustaf Josefson
Royal Bachelors’
(Göteborg, Sweden)
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ABOUT GOLD ALLIANCE
GOLD ALLIANCE OBJECTIVES:
Serve as a networking platform and strengthen ties between members of the participating clubs.
Promote Inter-club relationships across Europe on an institutional level.
Promote the history, tradition, values and heritage of our clubs and countries.
Encourage the participation of club members of all ages and genders in future Inter-club activities.
Encourage the participation and integration of young members in the Inter-club network.
Develop the Gold Alliance organization brand: a Pan-European organization with the aim of promoting
the aforementioned objectives and events on a scheduled regular basis.

HUMAN OBJECTIVES:
Individual freedom: Respect the human diversity on race, religion or gender.
Private property: Attach-to and respect any club's norms, history and traditions.
Free enterprise: In the human and business level.
By joining and putting in common shared interests and by exchanging and creating value.

SOCIAL AID:
Global fight against A.L.S.: Gold Alliance has a self-imposed will to fight A.L.S. across the globe hence,
it will allocate a percentage of the revenue of the most costly event to a local foundation that supports
ALS ill people.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Mr. Piero Cattarini
Gold Alliance Organization
+34 633 848 489
info@goldalliance.org
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